YATHRA

FIESTA
26TH AUGUST 2022
FRIDAY 10 AM

"TRIBAL TRAVERSING"
ORGANIZED BY DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
[ TOURISM & TRAVEL MANGEMENT ]

FORMAL EVENTS
BRAINSCAPE (Quiz)
COLLAGE
IMPROMPTU (Pick and speech)
MEMES

INFORMAL GAMES
BALOON SHOOTING
AIM & SHOOT
SHUFFLING CUPS
PYRAMID
etc...

ENTRANCE FEE: ₹30
Participants Will Receive E-Certificate
Faculty Coordinators
Mrs.Ronita - 9738372807
Mrs.Satishwari- 9611154019
Scan and Pay

Student Coordinators
Mr.Monish - 7795891671
Ms.Shrusti - 9740981712

GAME RULES
The participants will be responsible for his
/her belongings
Participants are required to carry their
College Identity Card which is compulsory for
the registration and verification
Registration will start by 8 am, at the
registration counter

QUIZ RULES
Two Team per college
A team shall consists of two participants
The decision of the quiz-master will be final
and will not be subjected to any change
The participant shall not be allowed to use
mobile or other electronic gadgets
The questions Will be in the form of general
questions, multiple choice, true/false
statement, specific- answer questions and
visuals Related to commerce, Airlines, Travel
and Tourism, etc.,.
Replacement of any participant of a team is
not allowed after registration
Teams selected for the final rounds will be
allowed to give themselves an appropriate
name related to the competition by which they
may want to be known

PICK & SPEAK RULES
One participant
Topic will be given on spot
There will be only one round

COLLAGE RULES
One participant
No limit for team entries per college
Number of rounds will be one
Theme travel around the world
Chart papers will be provided
Participants have to bring newspapers,
magazines, glue, pencils and sketches
No use of mobile phones and scissors

MEMES RULES
Memes should not hurt anyone's sentiments.
No adult memes.
College is not responsible for any copyright
issues.
Submission will be judged by originality and
humor.
Memes should be in .jpg format with file size
not exceeding 10mb.
One meme per head.

COME EXPLORE
AND
CHERISH YOUR MOMENTS

